Leanne Hoagland-Smith, M.S.

Change Your Thoughts;

Change Your Business Results 
Warning, Warning.
The economy
is slowing.
The R word
is looming.
Warning! Warning!

H

ave you heard or read
this message? Regard
less of what you think,
this message is being
broadcast almost 24/7. So what are
business people supposed to do in a
perceived or real down economy?
To help answer that question for
business owners in the Houston and
Dallas markets, I recently visited with
Mike Mirau, President and CEO of the
Proactive Leadership Group in Rich
ardson, Texas. Mike works with orga
nizations and individuals all over the
world to help align their purposes with
their passions to achieve their high
est level of performance. He is keenly
aware of the challenges that business
owners and self-employed profession
als face within these regions.

Leanne:

Mike, with everything go
ing on, from downsizing or outsourc
ing to the economic uncertainties,
what is the top strategy that you rec
ommend for any business who wishes
to grow in a down economy?

Mike:

Leanne, one of the first things
we see our clients and others doing is
going back to their base of customers
and reestablishing relationships. One
key thing we recommend is to iden
tify your top 20 customers and make
a concerted effort to contact them
and see what goods and services they
might need, as well as any potential
new opportunities that might exist. I
had one client who started calling his
top 20 just to make contact, and
booked $50K in new business by
the fifth call.

Leanne:

Sometimes the obvi
ous is just that – too obvious.
Not all businesses may have
the benefit of such a short sales
cycle as the one you just shared.

Given that some businesses’ sales cy
cles may be exceptionally long or that
the business is relatively young, what
else do you suggest for any business to
capitalize on the incredible opportuni
ties within this “down” marketplace?

Mike:

Another thing that business
owners can do is revamp their market
ing. Many companies look at market
ing as a one-time effort. If you haven’t
updated the message or put a new face
on your marketing materials, now is a
great time to do so. Adopting this strat
egy makes your organization look pro
gressive and up-to-date. Also, it gives
you a reason to revisit old customers
and prospects because you have some
thing new to share with them.

Leanne:

In today’s global economy,
the Internet has changed how people
do business. Do you have any advice,
given your experience in growing
your own practice and competing
against some of the larger firms, spe
cific to this fast-paced medium where a
lack of presence can doom you before
you even begin?

Mike: Doing some simple Search

Engine Optimization (SEO) can help
potential customers find you. I read an
interesting report that stated that 90
percent of people today are going to
the Internet first to find products and
services that meet their needs. If your
organization isn’t in the first couple of
search pages, then they may never find
your organization. There are numerous
companies out there who are experts
at SEO and can help any company im
prove their search engine position.

Leanne:

Mike, you make another
excellent point about the difference in
how business is conducted today vs.
yesteryear. The only additional advice

I would give is to make sure that the
SEO firm truly can secure the results
that they promised to deliver. I have
personally witnessed a lot of wasted
money spent in SEO.
One of the most frequent chal
lenges that I hear, from working with
my clients in the Midwest to even
some of my international clients, is
about the competition. For example,
executive coaching is becoming the
fast new business. Every time you at
tend another Chamber meeting, civic
event, or just talking within your own
marketplace, you hear about another
executive coach, business coach, or
even a life coach, hanging out their
shingle. How do you deal with the
tightening of the marketplace specific
to your business?

Mike:

We will always have competi
tion, no matter what we do. The key
is to determine our unique abilities
and position our services in a way that
separates us from the competition.
Many times this can lead to innovation
that can give you a competitive
advantage, or allow you to add value
to your customers.

If we are just like everyone else,
then the customer goes to the next
criteria for decision-making, which
is usually price. At
that point, you are
now a commodity.
We have to make
sure that we deliver
so much value that
price is not an
issue. It is also
important for us to
be dealing with our
target customer –
the more closely we
can define our target customer who
has the greatest need for what we do,
the better our chance of demonstrat
ing value for a fair price, not necessar
ily the lowest price.

Leanne:

Speaking of your target
customers, have you had the opportu
nity to partner with any other com
panies? Many of the business experts
talk about strategic alliances where
two or more businesses come together
to help each other grow. What are your
thoughts about strategic alliances
or partnerships?

If we are just like everyone else,
then the customer goes to
the next criteria for

decision-making,

which is usually price.

At that point, you are
now a commodity.
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Many times it is the mindset that
makes the difference

between the struggle and the success.
is a local reporter. He told me that
they are going to fill the airtime and
newspaper with something. We have
an opportunity to help fill that space
by letting them know about some of
the good things we’re doing and who
we’re working with.
Another strategy is to bundle your
goods and services. By bundling, you
have an opportunity to sell more to one
customer. Many times people will buy
a bundle of products if they perceive
they’re getting a better value buying
the bundle as opposed to a la carte.

Mike:

Leanne:

Earlier, Mike, you talked
about marketing. Many small busi
nesses have limited funds, especially
for marketing. What other strategies
can you provide to help small busi
nesses maximize those precious mar
keting dollars and overall resources?

Free publicity, from
articles to even press releases, is
often overlooked by businesses. And
your idea about bundling along with
your top strategy reflects what Peter
Drucker calls the purpose of business:
to attract and maintain customers. A
company that embraces and knows the
“What” of business then is better able
to deal with the “How” of business.
During our conversation, you men
tioned that your clients are looking
for something new that will help them
become better. The British publication
The Economist appears to agree with
you when it wrote that “Innovation
is now recognized as the single most
important ingredient in any modern
economy.” Do you have any thoughts
about how a business can advance
innovation within their organization,
especially during down times?

Mike:

Mike:

Leanne, we try to partner
with people who are already selling
to our target market. Since we focus
on small business owners, people like
CPA’s, bankers, attorneys, commercial
Insurance agents, etc., already have a
book of business. What we try to do is
help them grow, and in turn they help
us by introducing us to their clients.
You have to be careful and make sure
these relationships are solid, because
you’re loaning your credibility with
your client when you introduce one of
these partners.

Leanne:

One strategy is to leverage
free publicity. I have a friend who

Many owners and executives
whom we work with are great experts

at what they do in their business. The
problem is that when they are doing
the work, no one is leading or setting
the strategy.
We try to get people to step back
and reflect on their business and take
specific time to plan and strategize.
Our strategic retreats are designed to
get people to do just that. Then deter
mine their next steps, and develop the
plans to make it happen.

Leanne:

Finally, Mike, do you have
any last thoughts that you’d like to
share about how to grow during a
slow or down economy?

Mike:

What I have found over the
years is that business is business, and
the market and economy will correct
itself over time. As business own
ers and leaders, we have to be on the
lookout for those corrections and be
ready to change or adapt to the new
opportunities.
For every company that struggles
in a down economy, there are others
that flourish. Many times it is the
mindset that makes the difference
between the struggle and the success.

Leanne:

Mike, your final thoughts
are probably the most poignant for our
particular readership. As Henry Ford
said, “If you think you can or you think
you cannot, either way you are right.” N

t
Growing a business in a down
economy begins with your thoughts
– how you align those thoughts to ex
ecuting the actions within your various
plans, and your willingness to adapt
and make those quick course correc
tions. My thanks to Mike Mirau for tak
ing the time to share his experiences.
Did you know that a five percent
customer retention = 25 to 100 percent increase in profits? Leanne works
with your human capital to develop
results-driven leadership. If can’t-do
attitudes to unresolved customers’
problems are keeping you from those
priceless loyal customers, then visit
www.processspecialist.com for a
free customer loyalty audit.
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